paradigm has become the de facto standard in programming high-end parallel computers. As a result, the performance of a majority of applications depends on the The HPC Challenge (HPCC) 
Performance of processor, memory subsystem and
The recently renamed Intel MPI Benchmarks (IMB, . . ' .~~~~~~formerly the Pallas MPI Benchmarks) attempt to provide interconnect is a critical factor in the overall performance morermi th e test byicldn a varie of computing system and thus the applications running on it. The HIPC Challenge (HIPCC) benchmark suite is of MPI specific operations [3, 4] . In this paper, we have used a subset of these IMB benchmarks that we consider desigrmaned givcaupicture floftg pov l sputepecom er, important based on our application workload and report p n d a n t the performance results for the five computing systems.
memor subsstem erforance nd glbal ntwork Since the systems tested vary in age and cost, our goal is issues [1, 2] . In MPI processes, or noting the difference in the ratio between Numalink3 and some (or even one process) multi-threaded MPI Numalink4 interconnects within the same box (512 processes, as long as the number of MPI processes on CPUs). Though the theoretical peak bandwidth between each SMP node is large enough that they altogether are Numalink3 and Numalink4 has only doubled, Random able to saturate the inter-node network [5] . Fig.1 using a message size of 1 MB, in pus/call (i.e., the Performance of Dell Xeon Cluster (uses IB network) and smaller the better).
Cray Opteron Cluster (uses Myrinet PCI-X network) is almost same up to 8 processors, after which performance Performance of vector system NEC SX-8 is much of Dell Xeon cluster is better than Cray Opteron Cluster. better than that of scalar systems (Altix BX2, Xeon
Performance results presented in Fig. 11 show NEC SXCluster and Cray Opteron Cluster). Cray is interesting to note that performance is directly Among the three scalar systems, performance of Altix proportional to the randomly ordered ring bandwidth, BX2 and Dell Xeon Cluster is almost the same and is which is related with the cost ofthe global network. better than Cray Opteron Cluster. Execution time of Aligatherv using a message size of 1 MB, in ps/call (i.e., the benchmark on varying number of processors, smaller the better).
using a message size of 1 MB, in pus/call (i.e., the Fig. 13 presents the bandwidth of IMB Sendrecv smaller the better). benchmark using 1 MB message. Clearly, performance Results shown in Figure 11 are the same as in Fig. 10 
